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Preface

In this book herewith presented to the reader, the attempt has been made to give a
general view of the rural welfare situation in the Netherlands. The occasion of its
writing was the plan, suggested at the 1949 meeting of the FAO, Washington, D.C.,
of convening a European conference on rural life, which - after having been postponed - istobe heldin 1957. For this conference the sub-committee on rural welfare
of the Netherlands National FAO Committee considered it desirable to have a comprehensive survey atitsdisposal, and someyears agomadetherequest that the present
author prepare such a work.
In various respects the task here undertaken was not an easy one. In the first place
there is in fact no clear-cut definition of what is meant by 'welfare', so that it allows
different interpretations. Welfare isessentially an individual and subjective sensation,
the feeling of being in a satisfactory state, both physically and mentally. The same
material circumstances and the same social conditions may by different individuals
be experienced quite differently, and the degree of their,welfare may vary accordingly.
On the other hand it is obviously not to be denied that the material circumstances
and social conditions in which a man lives greatly influence his feeling of well-being,
andthat theindividuals within a certain social group generally tend to react to similar
conditions of life by similar feelings astotheir well-being.The study of the conditions
of life of the groups of the population concerned isthus one of the principal elements
of the study of the problem of welfare. However, practice has shown that these conditions of life- and thematerial circumstances inparticular - inwhich acertain group
of the population finds itself, are likely to be mistaken for welfare proper. Many
publications on welfare, as well as the way in which the term 'welfare' is often used,
bear testimony to this. To many, an investigation on welfare is merely a descriptive
account of housing conditions, nutrition, medical care, economic conditions, labour
conditions, etc. No matter how important a knowledge of these matters may be, the
most essential question is after all that of how they affect the people concerned, and
what feelings they arouse inthe individuals.
A practical difficulty attending the writing of a survey as here presented is that so
many complex factors greatly influence the welfare of a certain group of the population. Athoroughinvestigation intothismatter canresult onlyfrom the collaboration
of many. So it will be clear that this book indeed does not pretend to be the product
of an independent study of all aspects of rural welfare in the Netherlands. Rather it
chiefly aims at presenting a systematic arrangement of the most important data pertaining to the subject. Many of these were derived from existing, be it partly unpublished, materials. Detailed statistical data, particularly on agrarian matters, are
available intheNetherlands,and investigations madebyrural sociologists increasingly
add to our knowledge and insight. Nevertheless, there still are many subjects which
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are important from the point of view of rural welfare, about which little is as yet
known. Insuch instances little could bedone beyond stating theproblem.
In order that the conditions in the Netherlands with respect to rural welfare might
more easily becompared withthoseprevailing inother countries, about which similar
surveys maybeprepared,theplan ofthisbook asfar aspossiblelinksupwiththe ideas
and suggestions put forward in the excellent booklet Essentials of Rural Welfare
which was prepared by the FAO in co-operation with some prominent American
rural sociologists. However, asregards its contents, the author had to deviate rather
widely, especially in the second part, from the suggestions made by the FAO.The
FAO scheme bears distinct traces of itsAmerican origin, andwas drafted partly with
the conditions intheunderdeveloped countries in mind.
The first part of thebook describes the economic and social structure of rural areas
in the Netherlands, and the social provisions made for the rural population. In this
part, therefore, an outline is given of the opportunities available to the Netherlands
rural population of attaining a satisfactory mental and physical state. The second
part aims at ascertaining the effects these opportunities have produced, i.e. at deciding in what physical and mental condition the people really are, and how they
themselves experience this condition.
In spite of the character of this book as described above, the author has often
wondered whether it wasnot too great a venture to write it single-handed. Only the
conviction that a general view as the present one should as far as possible be made
into a homogeneous and balanced whole, and the assistance given him from many
quarters, gave him the courage to persist inthe course entered upon.
It is impossible here to mention all those who,by furnishing data, by reading parts
of the manuscript and offering their criticism, or in other ways have helped in the
writing of this book. A few exceptions should, however, be made. In the first place
I maymention MM. J. H.W.Lijfering, A.W.vandenBanandA.vande Peppelof
the Department of Rural Sociology of the Agricultural University of Wageningen.
Without their help it would have been impossible to collect and arrange all thematerial used. Many thanks I owetoMrs. M.H. Boomsma-Huisman at Rotterdam for
the conscientious translation of themanuscript. The author's most grateful acknowledgments arefinally duetoProf. James E.Montgomery ofCornellUniversity, Ithaca
(N.Y.), now attached tothe Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. Prof. Montgomery, whofrom September 1956until January 1957
worked asaguestprofessor attheDepartment ofRural Sociology atWageningen,has
taken the trouble of carefully going over the English text and of making numerous
comments which have greatly added totheclearness andreadability of the work.
This book is primarily addressed to the international reader, who is only partly
familiar with conditions in the Netherlands. It was not written especially for social
scientists, butfor allwhotake a serious interest in sociallife inrural areas. However,
this first attempt at the grouping of facts and problems pertaining to rural welfare
may perhaps also be of some interest to the reader in the Netherlands, and it may
induce the research-worker to conduct further investigations.
Finally it maybe remarked that, although thebook waswritten attherequest ofthe
sub-committee for Rural Welfare oftheNetherlands National FAOCommittee, while
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food not only fully co-operated in its
preparationbut alsoundertook itspublication,neither theCommittee northeMinistry
bears any responsibility for its contents. This responsibility rests entirely with the
author.
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